Abstract. Let d and h be integers such that either d > 2 and h = 2d -1, or d = 4 and h -5 . Suppose that the group & contains an elementary-abelian 2-subgroup E¿ of rank d with an element a of order h in its normalizer. We show that if 'S admits a free and F2-cohomologically trivial action on (Sn)d , then some nontrivial power of a centralizes E¿ .
Introduction
Suppose that the group & acts freely and F2-cohomologically trivially on a finite complex X ~2 (S")d (that is, X has the mod-2 cohomology of the Cartesian product (S")d). A theorem due to Carlsson [Car 80] states that all elementary-abelian 2-subgroups of ¡? have rank < d. The purpose of this paper is to find constraints on the normalizers of any rank-*/ elementary-abelian 2-subgroups Ed of &. Note that if a is an element of the normalizer Ng(E(¡) , then the group generated by a and Ed is a semidirect product (a) kt Ej over some homomorphism t: (o) -> Aut^)
; E¿ sits inside this group as a normal subgroup. Since E¿ ~ (^2)d as abelian groups, one may think of t as a de%ree-d representation of (o) over F2 ; if no nontrivial power of o is in the centralizer of Ed , then the representation t is faithful. We have the following: Theorems III.5 and III.ll (Main Theorem). Let d and h be integers such that either d > 2 and h = 2d-l,ord = 4 and h = 5. Suppose that the group If (d, h) = (2, 3) or (3,7), then in fact 3? admits no such actions on any X ~2 (S")1 for any / > d ; see [01Í78 and Car81] for simple proofs of these theorems for the case (d, h) = (2, 3) and the cases (d, h) = (2, 3) and (d, h) = (3, 7), respectively.
I thank Gunnar Carlsson for suggesting this question and for many helpful conversations. I am also grateful to the referee for pointing out that the groups Z/(2d -1) xT Ed occur in the finite simple groups PSL2(¥2d) as normalizers of the 2-Sylow subgroup, and consequently that there are an infinite number of simple groups of rank d not acting freely on X ~2 (Sn)d .
Notation
From now on, we write k for the field of two elements F2 . Let L3 K D k be field extensions, and let W = L[zx, ... , zd] be a graded polynomial algebra over L on generators of degree 1. We denote the module of homogeneous elements of degree m by W^m). Henceforth, all polynomials under discussion will be assumed to be homogeneous. The degree of a homogeneous polynomial 0 is denoted by deg(4>), and its degree as a polynomial in the single variable z, by deg, (<z>) <t> £ W is a square <=> d((f>)/dz¡ = 0 for l<i<d&[iisa square for all p £ Mon(</>). Let 3$ be a graded ASsubalgebra of fë and Mat"(^) the ring of (n x «)-matrices over 3i. We denote the determinant of a matrix stf £ Matn(3?) by ô(sf).
A matrix sf £ Mat"(^) is diagonalizable over k if the matrix ê'~xs/W is diagonal for some invertible matrix < §* 6 Mat"(/c), or equivalently, if k" c 3?" has a Ac-basis consisting of eigenvectors of s/ viewed as a linear transformation on 31" .
It is also convenient to introduce the following notation:
Notation. Let {<t>x, ... , (¡>s} be polynomials of 31. Then S {<j>x, ... , </>s} is the ^-ideal generated by the </>,, sf {(¡>x, ... , <ps) is the subalgebra they generate, and "V{4>x, ... , <j)s} c 3? is the A"-vector subspace they span. Definition 1.1. A set of (homogeneous) elements f? = {4>x, ... , 4>s} C 32>x is an independent set of s elements if for each i, 4¡¡ is not a 0-divisor in 32/^-1, where J^ = 0 and J} = Jr{(px, ... , <pj-X} for 1 < j < s -1. If deg(0i) = deg(4>2) = ■■■ = deg(4>s) = m, then S? is a level independent set of degree m.
It is proven in [Ser65a] , where independent sets are referred to as ^"-suites, that the above condition is independent of the order of the </>,• 's. In particular, if p4>¡ £ ^{(pj\j t¿ z'} for some p £ 3?, then in fact the coefficient p £ y{(f)j\j ^ i} . The following consequence will be used repeatedly:
Fact 1.2. 1. Let f? = {4>x, ... , 4>s} c 32 be an independent set, and suppose that YfM a,0, = 0 for some ax, ... , as £ 3? . If for some i we have deg(a,) < deg((f)j) for all j ^ i, then a,■ = 0.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 2. Let 3~ = {ipx, ... , y/s} c 32 be a level independent set of degree m, and suppose that Jf £ Mat(^(")) is a matrix for which Jf(\¡/X, ... , y/s)T = 0 or (iffi,..., ys)J[ = 0. Then either JÍ = 0 or n > m. In particular, if S/=i ßiWi -0 for some ßx, ... , ßs £32 of degree n, then either n > m or ßi = 0 for all i. Definition 1.3. We say a set of (homogeneous) elements 5? = {4>x, ... , 4>s} c 32 is an s-element homogeneous system of parameters (h.s.o.p.) if 32 is a finitely-generated module over sf { §i, ... , <$>s} ■ If deg(0i) = deg((fo) = • • • = deg(0s) = m , we say 5? is a level system of parameters (l.s.o.p.) of degree m .
From [Ser65a] , we have Proposition 1.4. Let 32 c W = L[zx, ... , zd] be a K-subalgebra such that W is finitely generated as an 32-module. Then 1. no independent set of 32 has more than d elements, 2. for 1 < s < d, any s-element independent set (resp. h.s.o.p.) of 32 is an s-element independent set (resp. h.s.o.p.) of W, and 3. the d-element independent sets of 32 are precisely the d-element h.s.o.p.'s of 32.
Cohomology of a twisted product
Let 3? he a group, Ed c 3* an elementary-abelian 2-subgroup of rank d , and Ng(Ef) the normalizer of Ed in 3?, acting on Ed by conjugation. Suppose that N&(Ed) contains an element r\ of odd order h, no nontrivial power of which acts trivially on Ed . Let H = (n), and define G to be (n, Ed), the group generated by n and Ed .
Notation. We say G = (n, Ed) is of type I if d > 2 and h = 2d -1, and of type II if d = 4 and h = 5 .
The main theorem states that if G is of type I (resp. II), then the larger group 37 admits no free, /c-cohomologically trivial action on any space X ~2 (S")d , for any n (resp. for any n not of the form 21 • 5 -1 ). The method of proof is to show that even the subgroup G admits no such actions. In fact, 3? itself drops out of the picture and all computations take place within the cohomology of the subgroup G. Much of the discussion holds for all groups of the form (n, Ed), with no restrictions on d and h except those implicit in the condition on n. We will only restrict to groups of types I and II where necessary.
Following the approach of [Car81] , we consider the cohomology algebra H*(G) of G, defined to be the cohomology (with k-coefficients) of the classifying space BG of G. As mentioned above, the group G may be regarded as a semidirect product H xT Ed for a suitable irreducible faithful representation x:H -» Gld(k). There is a well-known isomorphism of graded /c-algebras H*(Ed)~k\yi,...,yd], where k[yx, ... , yd] is the polynomial algebra on d generators yx, ... ,yd of degree 1. The representation x induces an action of H on k[yx, ... ,yd], determined by multiplicity by its restriction p to Hx(Ed) ~ k[yx, ... , yd\X), which is isomorphic to kd asa k -vector space. The matrix of p( n) is the trans-pose of the matrix corresponding to x(r¡). It follows easily from the HochschildSerre spectral sequence for group extensions that H*(H*tEd)~(k\yi,...,yd])H, the ring of invariants under the action of H [Car81] . In the next section we discuss Carlsson's method for working with this invariant subalgebra, which is difficult to study directly.
Representation theory
Let h be an odd number and let d be the order of 2 in Z/(h). Then the field extensions k(Q and k(co) of k obtained by adjoining a primitive hth root of unity and a primitive (2d -l)th root of unity respectively are isomorphic to each other and to the field of 2d elements. We denote this field by k . Note that co is a generator of the multiplicative group of units kx . The Galois group Y of the extension k/k is a cyclic group of order d, generated by the Frobenius map z k-» zy = z2 . Now let H = (n) be a cyclic group of order h acting irreducibly, as in the previous section, on k[yx, ... , yd]. This action extends by k-linearity to k ® k[yx, ... , yd] ~ k[yx, ... , yd], and the dimension-d representation on k[yx, ... , yd](i) -kd is diagonalizable, as the larger field k contains the hth roots of unity. More precisely, one can show that there is an additive basis {xo, ... , xd_x} for k[yx, ... , yd\\)-hence a multiplicative basis for k[yi, ■■■ , y¿]-consisting of eigenvectors of the //-action, such that n(Xj) = C2'xi forO<i<d-l for some appropriate primitive hth root ( of unity (see e.g. [CS] ). Henceforth we regard Ç as fixed, and choose the primitive (2d -l)th root co so that f = of1 -1)/*. All monomials in the {xo, ... , xd_x} are eigenvectors of H. It is convenient to extend the action of the Galois group T of k/k to all of k[x0,..., .. , Xd-X])r , the invariant subalgebra. In particular, the 2d -1 linear elements of (k[xo, ■■■ , xd_x])r are determined by the coefficient of Xo ; they are given by
j=o
From now on, we use the following abbreviations:
and write Mon(Z)w for the elements of Mon(JSf) which are fixed by the action of H on k[xo, ... , xd-X].
Invariant theory
To discuss the //-invariants of k[xo, ■■■ , Xd-X], we introduce some terminology.
Notation. As in [CS] , we refer to monomials of the form x2' as "atoms." Every monomial p £ k[xo, ... , Xd-X] can be expressed uniquely as a product of distinct atoms, which we call the atoms of p. Campbell and Selick define the weight function w : Mon(X) -> Z/(2d -1 ) by declaring the weight of each atom xf to be w(xf) = 2I+j, and requiring that w be multiplicative. Evidently one has w (It/Jo'xí) = 2~2¿=o ^z • We now define the weight vector W(p) of a monomial with atomic decomposition p = \\¡¥í xf1 to be the úí-tuplet (ßo(ß), ■■■ , ßd-i(ß)) > where ßt(p) is the number of atoms of p with weight 2' (cf. [W0086] ). Clearly w(p) = £?"" ß,(p)2' (mod 2d -1). For 0 = Y.W a polynomial, w £ Z/(2rf -1), and W = (ß0, ... , ßd-i) e Nrf, we define <¡>w = ¿Z{CßP\u}(p) = w} and <pw = ¿Z{cßp\W(p) = W}. If <j> = 4>w, we say <j> is weight-vector pure of weight-vector W ; similarly, <j> is weight-pure of weight w of (j) = <f)w .
We now describe the //-invariant subalgebra of k ® k[yx,..., yd] in the basis {xo, ... , xd-X} . Lemma 1.5 [Car81] . Let p = xe0° ■ ■ • xeJz{ ■ Then p is an H-eigenvector with eigenvalue Çw^. In particular, p is H-invariant <& w(p) = 0. A polynomial <j) £ k[xo, ... , xd_x] is H-invariant <& each of its monomials is H-invariant; the invariant subalgebra k[xo, ... , xd_x]H is the subalgebra generated by the invariant monomials Mon(X)//. Let n £ N. As usual, we write a(n) for the number of l's in the dyadic representation of n . Let def v = min{a(«)|« = 0 (mod h)} be the minimum number of l's in the dyadic representation of any multiple of h . Since 2d -1 = 0 (mod h), we have v < d. In fact, it is not hard to see that v = a(n) for some multiple n of h with 1 < n < 2d -1 . From Lemma 1.5 it follows that: Corollary 1.6 (cf. [Car81] Proof. Let p £ Mon(X)" . As the integer £¡¿ ß,(p)2' = w(p) (mod 2d -1), we have that Y,,~0l ßt(p)2' is a multiple of h by Lemma 1.5, and thus
the last term being the number of atoms of p . This proves this first statement. Now let n , 1 < n < 2d -1, be a multiple of h such that v = a(n) ; write n = Y?t~o ei'2' with e, £ {0, 1} . Then the monomial Xq° • • • xddz\ is //-invariant and has degree v . D Suppose now that p £ Mon(A')// is the square of some monomial X e Mon(X). Then ßt-i(X) = ßt(p) for all t, where again the subscripts are read modulo d, so that
Since 2 is a unit in Z/(2¿-1), this means that w(X) = 0, so that X £ Mon(X)//. In view of the previous lemma and equation (1) (2) is generated by the Sq2' ; in particular, Sq" may be expressed in terms of {Sq2' \2' < a}. 2. We have
3. Sq2' acts as a derivation on (2l)th powers.
4. Sqa(<p) = 0 for a> deg(^). Following [Car81] , we extend the action of sé (2) by k-linearity to all of k[xo, . ■. , xd-\] ■ The new action still satisfies the Cartan formula and the condition that Sqa(f) = 0 for a > deg(f), but it is no longer true that Sqa(f) = f2 whenever deg(/) = a . Carlsson characterizes the new action as follows: Proposition 1.11 [Car81] . With the notation as above, the action of sé(2) on k[xo, ■■■ , xd-\] Is determined by k-linearity, the Cartan formula, and the condition that Sqx(Xj) = x2_{.
It is straightforward to verify inductively that Qj(x¡) = x}_} for j > I . The Qj being derivations, we have that
We summarize the statements " Qj = £"=0 xfijd/dxi, 0 < j < d -1 in matrix notation as follows:
Note that if p is a monomial, then xfij(dp/dx¡) = p(x2'_j/Xi) accordingly as x¡ is or is not an atom of p. As w(xfij) = 2' = w(x¡), we see that W(Qj(p)) = W(p) provided Q¡(p)^0.
Likewise, of course, w(Qj(p)) = w(p). Suppose now that 32 is a k-or k-algebra having an j/ (2) (2) (resp. of the Q,■, 1 < i < oo).
Note that S? as above is ß-invariant if the ideal J7{ §x, ... , <$>s} is closed under Q¡ for 1 < i < d -1. As k[yx, ... ,yd] is finitely generated over the algebra (k[yx, ... 
Outline of the argument
We now outline the proof of the main theorem. In [Car81] , Carlsson proves the following. Theorem 1.13 [Car80, Car81] . Suppose G = H txT Ed acts freely and Z/(2)-cohomologically trivially on a finite complex X ~2 (Sn)1. Then H*(G) = (k[yx, ... , yd])H contains an l-element sé' (2)-invariant l.s.o.p. in degree n+l. This l.s.o.p. arises as follows: suppose that G acts on X as in Theorem 1.13. Consider the Serre spectral sequence for the fibration X -> EG xG X -> BG, where EG denotes a contractible space on which G acts freely, and BG the classifying space of G. Let y¡ £ Hn(X) be the generators of the exterior algebra H*(X) ~ H*((S")>), and let Q¡ £ Hn+X(BG) ~ Hn+X(G) be their transgressions in the spectral sequence. Then Carlsson shows that the set {Bi, ... ,0,} forms an ^/(2)-invariant l.s.o.p. for H*(G) in degree n + 1.
To prove the main theorem using Theorem 1.13, our approach will be to show that the algebras (k[yx, ... 
The goal is to prove that @(f) = 0 for all 0 < t < d -1 ; this will imply, by Proposition 1.10, that each element of 5? is a square. When G is of type I, this is accomplished fairly simply by studying the elements q(t)jk ■ When G is of type II, the argument goes as follows: note that any k -basis for the /c-linear span <%/~{8x, ... , Qd} is itself an //-invariant j/(2)-invariant l.s.o.p., since the ideal and subalgebra it generates are the same as those generated by {6X, ... , 6d} . Thus to each basis &" of CV{6X, ... , Qd} we may associate the matrices < §&>i(t) as above. Our approach is to show that 7/'{6x, ... , 8d} has a basis 5?' for which the associated matrices are diagonal, and then, by studying the possible eigenvectors of such matrices, to verify that these diagonal matrices are in fact 0.
In Part II we prove some propositions concerning the action of sé (2) on our polynomial algebras and the diagonalization of matrices, which we use in Part III to prove the main theorem. In fact, when the group G is of type I, the proof that P(G, d, m) holds relies only on the results of §8; the rest of the results in Part II, while interesting in their own right, are for our purposes necessary only for the discussion of groups of type II. In § 14, we will need the following corollary.
Corollary II.5. Suppose </> £ Ks. Then Qs+i(4>) = <P2 ■ Proof. As Qs+X and the squaring map are additive homomorphisms, it suffices to prove the corollary for cf> = ôq(x) , where x = (X0, ... , Xs) e 3¡. Applying the derivation Qs+X one row at a time, we find that 
T-{3Q(x)\x£3j}cKs.
In fact, the inclusion is an equality as we proceed to show. We need the following lemma.
Lemma II.7. Let x = {y,0, ... , y,-} £ %. Then iôQ(x) £ T{3Q(x) \ x £ 3^} c Ks.
Proof. Write y" = ¿ZdjIo ^'2>XJ for suitable at as in §4. Then We can therefore express iôq(x) as a linear combination of determinants of matrices with columns of the form (x,, x2_x, ... , xf_s)T, and we may of course assume that the columns of each such matrix^ are distinct from each other. This says exactly that tôQ(x) £ T{3Q(x)\x £ 3p¡ . D
The following corollary will be useful in the next section. Recall from §4 the notation Sf and Jz?.
Corollary II.8. Let xx = {x0, ... , x¿_,} and xy = {yx, ... , yd} ■ Then ôQ(xx) = ioQ(xy) = m\heJ7}.
Proof. As in equation (6), ôQ(xy) = n{/»|/¿ £^f},so iôQ(xy) = n{//|// e S?\ .
Since 3^d -Kxx} , the lemma says that 0 ^ iÔQ(xy) = côq(xx) for some c £ k . As both iôQ(xy) and ôQ(xx) are T-invariant, we see that c = 1. D Lemma II.7 and Corollary II.8 actually give all that is needed of the structure of Ks, but for the sake of completeness we prove Proposition IL9. Ks = T{3Q(x) \ x £ 3f}.
Proof. By equation (9), we must show only that Ks c y{3Q(x) \ x £ 3f} . Let <t> £ Ks and let Wx, ... , W" be the weight vectors corresponding to elements of Mon(</>) as in §5. Since the Qj preserve the weight-vector classes, it is evident that Qj((¡>w,) = 0 for each 0 < j < s and 1 < z < n. W.l.o.g., then, we may assume that (¡> is pure of weight vector W. In this case, let y/ = ^2?,er(j>?'. Now y/7' = y/ for all / e T, so y/ £ tk[yx, ... , yd] ; clearly y/ £ tKs. By Lemma II.7, y/ £ T{3Q(x) \ x £ 3f} ; say yi = Y,Zi cí<>q(tí) ■ Restricting to the weight-vector class W, we find that
But from the example following Definition II.3, (Oq(x¡))w = Oq(x¡) if W(x¡) = W, and 0 else. We conclude that W = W(x¡0) for some z'n, and that 4> = ckôQ(xi0)£^{3Q(x)\x£3T}. D Corollary 11.10. KSH = T{ôQ(x) \ x £ 3^"} . Proof. Since the polynomials Ôq(x) are weight-vector pure with distinct weightvectors, a linear combination of these is pure of weight 0 •» each summand is pure of weight 0, and hence comes from 3¡H . G From Corollary 11.10 and the remarks following Definition II.2, we see that Kj1, and therefore Kjf , is trivial unless h has a multiple of the form Yl)=o 2,y > where 0 < ij < d -I and the z'; are distinct. In particular:
CorollaryII.il. Kj1 = 0, andtherefore K" = 0,for s < v-l and s > d-v-l.
Corollary 11.11 gives enough information about the action of sé (2) on (k[yx, ... , yd])H to prove that P(G, d, m) holds for all m when G is of type I; the proof in that case may be found in §15. In the next four sections we obtain additional information about k\yx, ... ,yd] and this action, and about the diagonalization of matrices with entries in a polynomial ring, which will be needed in the discussion of groups of type II. In what follows, £P stands for either k[yx, ... , yd] or k[xo, ... , Xd-X], and t is a positive integer. We say a polynomial y/ £ W is a (2')th power if y/ = Ç2' for some Ç £ W. Any polynomial 4> & & can be written, uniquely up to scalars, as <j) = y/x, where y/ is a (2')th power and x nas no factors of multiplicity 2'. Furthermore, there exists up to scalars a unique (2')th power polynomial £ e W of least degree such that <j> \ Ç . We make the following definition:
Definition 11.15. Let t, (p, y/, x , and £ be as above. We write 0[il for x and </){'> for <?, and define </><'> by ^ • <f> = <j>& .
To illustrate this notation, we list a few facts which will be useful later.
Fact 11.16. Let <f> £ W, and suppose that ß £ W is a (2')th power polynomial such that <j> | ß . Then <f>W \ß, so that ß = tp^a2' for some a £ W.
Lemma 11.17. Suppose t is a positive integer and 1 ^ n £ WH is an H-invariant product of linear factors, not a (2')th power, such that deg(^) = 0 (mod 2').
Then deg(n) > 2'h and deg(n{^) > 2'h . Proof. In fact 0 ^ deg(7t) = 0 (mod 2'h), by the remark following Definition 11.14. Since <f>^ isa (2')th power and an //-invariant product of linear factors, Definition 11.18. Let *F e sé (2) be a Steenrod operation of degree j , and let 6 £W be a polynomial. If 9 divides ^¥(6) in the polynomial algebra W, we say that 6 is a ^-eigenvector with eigenvalue Xy e = xV(6)/6 £ W(j).
Definition 11.19. If 0 e ? is a Sq2' -eigenvector for all 0 < / < oo (resp. a Q,-eigenvector for 0 < i < oo), we say 6 is an j/(2)-eigenvector (resp. a ß-eigenvector).
From Proposition 1.9 it is evident that 6 is a ß-eigenvector if it is a Q¿-eigenvector for 0 < i < d -1 ; from Fact 1.8, 6 is an j/(2)-eigenvector if it is a Sq2'-eigenvector for all i such that 2' < deg(ö). Proposition 1.10 may be restated as follows: Let 6 £ k[yx, ... , yd] be a Q-eigenvector with Xq¡ e = 0 for 0 < i <d -I. Then 6 is a square.
The following is a corollary to a theorem of Serre:
Proposition 11.20 [Ser65b] . We now use Kramer's Rule to solve for {d(6)/dXj}d~0x in terms of {X¡d}d~0x . Let äfj be the matrix obtained by replacing the y'th column of 3q(xx) with the vector (XqO, Xx6, ... , Xd-X0)T ; by Kramer's Rule, we have
The determinant ô(âj) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 2d -1 + deg(ö) -1 = 2d + deg(ö) -2. Since each coefficient of the jih column of Sfj is a multiple of 9, we find by expanding ô(3?f) along the .z'th column that ô(Sfj) is itself a multiple of 6: ô(k)) = dôj for some polynomial o¡ of degree 2d -2. Thus we have
for all I <j <d.
If d(6)/dXj = 0 for all j, then 6 is a square by equation (1) of §2, and part 1 of the proposition is true. Suppose then that d(6)/dXj ¡¿ 0 for some j. Since d(6)/dXj belongs to the ring k[x0, ... ,xd_x], each factor /, of the denominator Ôq(xx) must divide the numerator 6ôj. For degree reasons Ôq(?x) cannot divide o¡, so we see that Ôq(xx) and 6 must have a common factor. Therefore 6 has a T-invariant linear factor; say 6 = 16' for / £ S?, 6' £ k[xo, ... , xd_x], deg(ö') = deg(ö) -1. I claim now that 6' is also a g-eigenvector. Indeed, for 0 < i < d -1, we have 0 = Q¡(6) = Qi(î)6' + IQi(d') (mod 16'), as 6 isa ß-eigenvector. But /, being linear and T-invariant, is itself a ß-eigenvector, so that Q¡(Í)6' = 0 (mod Î9'). Consequently, for 0 < i < d -1 we have that Î6'\ÎQi(6'), and so 6'\Q¡(6'). Part 1 of the proposition now follows easily by induction on deg(ö).
If 6 £ (k[xo, ... , xd_x])H , then one sees that the set of linear factors {/,;} of n is closed under the action of H, so that {/,,} is a union of //-orbits and it is //-invariant. It follows that y/ is also //-invariant. This proves part 2. G In this paper, we will be concerned with Q-eigenvectors that lie in the subalgebra k[yi, ... , yd] c k[xo, ... , xd-i\. The following description of such Q-eigenvectors follows immediately from the proposition; alternatively, it may be proven by exactly the same argument, with 3o(xy) and ô()(xy) replacing 3Q(xx) and ôQ(xx). Proof. We prove only part 1 ; part 2 follows exactly as did part 2 of Proposition 11.21. To begin the inductive proof, suppose that c = d -2. Then from the definition of the Qj as commutators of the Sq2', we have that a is a (¿-eigenvector. By Proposition 11.21, o = x2P for some polynomial / and product p of linear forms. We now show inductively that x I S<l2'(x) for 0 < i < d -3. Using the Cartan relations and Fact 1.8, we write 2<+i 2i
(12) Sq2'+,(X2P) = 5>«'(;rW'+,-''(/>) -¿2(SqJx)2Sq2'+,-2j(p).
j=0 j=0
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By hypothesis, o = x2p I Sq2'+ (x2p) for 0 < i < d -3 . When i = 0, we find that
from which it follows that x21 (Sqxx)2 > so that x I Sqx(x) ■ Now assume that x I Sq2 (x) for I < i < d -3. By Fact 1.8, we have X \SqJ(x) for 7 < 2! -1. Since p is an eigenvector for sé (2) by Proposition 11.20, we have (14) X2p\(SqJX)2Sq2'+l-2j(p) for j < 2' -1. From equation (12) and the hypothesis on o , we find that
and hence that x I Sq2' (x) ■ This completes the inductive step of the proof that X I Sq2'(x) for 0 < z" < d -3, and proves the proposition for c = d -2.
To prove the proposition for Co > d -2, we assume that it holds for d -2 < c < Co -1. Suppose then that a \ Sq2'(o) for 0 < i < en. By the proposition for c = d -2, we have a = x2P for some polynomial x and product p of linear forms. The above argument with cq-1 replacing d-3 shows that /isa Sq2' -eigenvector for 0 < z < Co -1 . By the inductive hypothesis, x = t2° ¥ > where x is a Sq2' -eigenvector for 0 < i < d -3 and y/ is a product of linear forms. This means that our original polynomial a = xr + yi2p. As yi2p is the product of linear forms, we may take it = y/2p, proving Proposition 11.23. G
Independent sets of eigenvectors
We now prove a proposition about independent sets consisting of simultaneous eigenvectors for the first few Steenrod squares.
Proposition 11.24. Let I be an integer > 1, and suppose that {4>x, ... , 4>s} Ĉ [yi > • • • > yd] is an independent set such that each </>, = y/2 %i for some polynomial y/i and product it¡ of linear forms. Suppose moreover that (16) ¿yff^-W2' i=l for some homogeneous polynomials ßx, ... , ßs and oe. If (17) deg(#, ) + 2d+l~2 -2'-x < deg(4>h) for all 1 < h , i2 < m, then ß,<f>i is a 2l-power for 1 < i < s.
Proof. We prove the proposition one / at a time. Suppose to begin with that / = 1. As in § 11, the <z>, 's are all g-eigenvectors, so for I < i < s and 0 < j < d -1 we can define elements Xjj £ k[yx, ... , yd\v-\) by Qj(<t>¡) = Xjj<t>¿. By Proposition 1.10, we conclude that /?,(/>, is a square for all i. This proves the proposition in the case / = 1 . To prove the proposition for general /, suppose inductively that it holds for all numbers < / -1, and that /?,, </>,, and co satisfy the hypotheses of the proposition for the case of /. Then the proposition for the case of 1 says that ßi</>i is a square for I < i < s, so that, as in § 10, there exist polynomials {ß'j}si=i such that ßi<pi = (ß'i)2(p\i} = (ß'ify/2'n\x). Now by construction, n\{) is a square; say n¡ = (n1,)2. The prime factors of (7rJ)2 , being the factors of k\x) , are linear forms. Set <#■ = v?'1*, ; then (#)2 = f\{) and (ßW)2 = ßifa .
We now verify that the conditions of the proposition for the case of / -1 are satisfied with <f>¡ replaced by (¡>'¡ and /?, by ß\. Square roots are unique in characteristic 2, so from the last equality we have co2 = ¿~fi=i ß\</>\. It remains to check the degree condition. But for each ix and i2, we have deg(yS¡' ) < \ deg(ßit) and deg(r#2) > \ deg(4>il), so that the inequality deg(#, ) + 2</+(/-3) -2'-2 < deg(#2 ), 1 < /,, z2 < m, follows from equation (17). The proposition for the case of / -1 then gives that ß\<fll isa 2/_1-power for all i. But (/?,'<//)2 = /?,</>,, and consequently /?,(/>, is a 2'-power for I < i < s . This completes the induction step and proves the proposition. G Corollary 11.25. Suppose <j)X, ... , <f>s, co, and ßx, ... , ßs are as in the proposition. Then for each i, either /?, = 0 or deg(/?,) > deg^j^).
Proof. By the proposition, ßi<pi isa 2l -power, so it¡ divides /?, as in §10. G
Diagonalization
In this section, we prove that a matrix over k[yx, ... , yd] satisfying a certain simple condition is diagonalizable. The argument is due to John Conway. holds when the scalars a0, ... , am satisfy the equations
a2_x + a2mCi = a¡, I < i < m. Starting with (1) and using (2) to express ao, ... , am in terms of am and Co, ... , cm, we find that a, = Y?j=o{amcj)2'~' and in particular, gives rise to solutions uq, ... ,am to (1) and (2). Since by their definition the Co, ... , cm are not all 0, f(x) has a nontrivial root am in algebraically-closed fê, which yields a vector vx = ¿Z?=oaiv"' satisfying v% = Vi. By the linear independence of the va', 0 < i < m , we have vx ^ 0. This proves the claim. We now proceed to construct inductively a basis of o -invariant eigenvectors for A . Suppose vx, ... ,v¡_x is a linearly independent set of such eigenvectors, with I < d . Choosing a higher-order ¿/-eigenvector w not in 'V{vx, ... , v¡_x} , as we may since W is spanned by higher-order eigenvectors, we repeat the above process modulo T~{vx, ... , v¡_x} . This gives a vector 0¿ü£W/T{vx,...,v,_x} satisfying Jf = ü; say ü = u+"V{vx, ... , v¡_x} where u £ W{w ,w°,wa , ...} satisfies ua = u + ¿jZ\ p¡v¡. As we saw above, (A + X¡Id)ru = 0 for some e ; applying o to this equation, we find 0 = (A + X,Id)2e+' I u + ¿ pjVj J = ¿(A; + A/)2'+' pjVj, so that for each j, either pj = 0 or Xj = X¡.
If pj = 0 for all j, we have ua = u, so we may take v¡ = u and proceed with the induction. \f pik^0 for k = 1, 2, ... , t, we must have Xj, = ■■■ = Xjt = X¡. Let {pjk\ 1 < k < t} be solutions of x2 + x = pjk in the algebraically-closed field W, and set r = Y?k=\ Phvh • ^ is easy t0 check that r is a higher-order ¿/-eigenvector and that (u + r)a = u + r (0 (V{vx, ... , v¡_x}). We may now take V[ = u + r and proceed with the induction. We conclude that A has a basis of eigenvectors in (W)17 = ka . This proves the proposition. Then A is diagonalizable and its eigenvalues are H-invariant. Proof. Let E £ Mat"x"(/c) be the matrix taking the standard basis of k" to the basis {Vj}d=x given in the proposition, so that A = E~XAE for A = diag{Aj, ... , Xd} . As H fixes A , we have E~XAE = A = nA = (t]E-x)(nA)(nE) = E~x(nA)E, Let G = H txT Ed be a semidirect product as before. Recall from §7 the notation P (G, I, m) , representing the statement that any j/(2)-invariant l.s.o.p. of the cohomology algebra H*(G) a (k[yx, ... , yf\)H in degree m consists entirely of squares. In this section, we prove some results about Q-and sé (2)-invariant independent sets which will imply that P(G, d, m) holds for all m when G is of type I; from this the main theorem for groups 3? with subgroups of this form will follow as in §7. The rest of part 3 is devoted to proving that P(G ,d,m) holds for all m not of the form 2' • 5 when G is of type II, thus completing the proof of the main theorem.
We begin by introducing some notation. Let G = H kt Ed, and suppose that y = {öi, ... , 9s} c (k[yx, ... , yd])H is a level g-invariant independent set of degree m . Define b by 2b -1 < m < 2b+x -1. For 1 < t < b, we may define elements q(t)jk £ k [yx, ... , y¿ ] 
as in §7; as m > 2b -1 by assumption, these elements are uniquely defined by Fact 1.2. Let S (?) £ yiatsk\yx, ... , yd]"2,-X) be the matrices €(t) = (q(t)jk), I < t <b . Writing 8 to represent (6X, ... , 6S) £ (k[yx, ... , yd])xd , we summarize the equations in (19) with the matrix equation 0^(r) = (6X, ... , 6d)(S(t) = g/(6). In this notation, we have
QtQu(e) = g,(e¿f(w)) = eg,of (w)) + Q(<s(t)<g(u)) for 1 < t, u < b . As the g, are commuting derivations, we have gMg/(6) = g(gH(8), so that This is a matrix equation in 8 with coefficients of degree 2' -1 + 2" -1. For t, u such that 2' + 2" -2 < m , Fact 1.2 gives (21) QuW(t)) + Qt(€(u)) = \<S(t), 3(u)\.
We obtain another equation involving S(u) from the fact that gMgM = 0 : 0 = QuQu(Q) = Qu(&@(u)) = <d@(u)@(u) + <d(Qu@(u)) = e@(u)2 + e(Qu@(u)).
If 2(2" -1) < m , then as before Fact 1.2 applies to give (22) (S(u))2 + Qu(@(u)) = 0. In the next two propositions, we use equations (21) and (22) to prove that the elements of g-invariant (resp. j/(2)-invariant) independent sets are eigenvectors for the first few g, (resp. Sq2'). Recall from §5 the definition of v .
Proposition ULI. Let G = H kt Ed , and suppose that S? = {6X, ... , 6S} is a level independent set for (k[yx, ... , yd])H in degree m . If m > 2" -2 and S? is invariant under Q¡ for 0 < i < v -1, then Q¡(Q = 0 for all Ç in the linear span CV{6X, ... , 6S} and all i, 1 < i < v -1. If in addition m > 2"+x -2 and 3? is invariant under Qv, then !V{6X, ... , 6S} has a basis 6\,... ,9's such that for 1 < j <s, Qv(6'j) = Xj6'j for suitable Xj £ k[yx, ... , yd]"2«_X) ■ Proof. Suppose to begin with that m > 2V -2 and S* is invariant under g,, 0 < i < v -1 . The matrices S(f) discussed above are defined for I <t <v-l .
We have @(l) = 0, since its coefficients lie in k[yx, ... , yd]"), which is 0 by Corollary 1.6. We prove inductively that ¿f(z) = 0 for 1 < i < v -1. Suppose that the matrices S(f) = 0 for t < i, where i < v -1. From equation (21), we have (23) 0 = Qt(S(i)), l<t<i.
This means that 0 = Qt(q(i)jk) for all t = I, ... , i -I and j, k = I, ... , s .
As deg(<7(z')^) = 2'' -1, we have q(i)jk e K[i_l, in the notation of §8. But i -I < v -2, so KfL, = 0 by Corollary 11.11; therefore @(i) = 0. This completes the inductive step. We now have that &(i) = 0 for 1 < i < v -1, so that Qi(9j) = 0 for 0 < i < v -1 and 1 < 7 < s. This proves the first claim of the proposition. Suppose now that in addition m > 2" -2 and 5* is invariant under g" . Applying equation (21) as before, we find that q(u)jk £ K^_x . Though we can no longer conclude that q(u)jk = 0, we do know from Corollary II.5 that Qu(q(v)jk) = (q(v)jk)2 for all j,k. This means (24) Qv ((S(v) )=@ (vfx, in the notation of §13. On the other hand, from equation (22) we have
The last two equations say that €(v)2 = €(u)l2x, so that (S(v) satisfies the conditions of Proposition 11.27 and its corollary, as a matrix with coefficients in k [yx,..., yf\ D (k[yx, ... , yd] )M . Therefore its action on CV{9X, ... ,9S} is diagonalizable, and the diagonalized matrix is //-invariant. The eigenvectors 9\, ... ,9's forming the new basis for <V{9X, ... , 6S} are //-invariant and are killed by Qx, ... , Qv-\ as above, a Before looking at the implication of Proposition III. 1 for groups of type I, we prove an analogous result describing independent sets which are invariant not under the first few g, 's but under the first few Sq2' 's. Proposition III.2 will play a role later on in the discussion of groups of type II.
Proposition III.2. Let G = H txT Ed, and suppose that S? = {6X, ... , 6S} c (k[yx, ... ,yd\)H is a level independent set in degree m > 2t+x where t is defined by 2'~ ' < v < 2'. Suppose 3* is invariant under Sq2' for 0 < i < t. Then Sq2'(Ç) = 0 for all t, in the linear span T'{9X, ... , 9S} and all i, 0 < i < t -1. Moreover, W{9X, ... ,6S} has a basis 9\, ... ,9's such that for 1 <j <s, Sq2'(9'j) = pjd'j for suitable pj £ k [yx, ... , yd\^2l) .
Proof. This time we define elements p(i)¡k £ k[yx, ... , yd]ni\ by Sq2'(6j) = Yfk=i P(i)jk0k > and let 3°(i) be the matrices (p(i)jk) ', as before, these matrices are well-defined provided 0 < i < t. By Corollary 1.6, 3>(i) = 0 for 0 < /' < t -1 , so from Fact 1.8 we have Sqa(B) = 0 for 1 < a < 2' -1. It then follows from the Adem relations that 0 = Sq2'Sq2'(S) = Sq2'(Q3*(t)) = (e3>(t))3>(t) + e(Sq2'3>(t)) = G(3>(t)2 + 3>(ti2X).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use t = 1, 2 and u = 3, and these equations give (26) ßi(<*(3)) = 0, (27) ß2(tf (3)) + ß3(*(2)) = W(2), 0(3)], (28) g3(dí(3))=¿f(3)2.
We use these equations first to restrict the monomials that can appear in the off-diagonal elements of ¿f (3), and then to show that these elements are in fact 0. This will mean that (S (3) is diagonal and the 6'j 's are g-eigenvectors.
Taking the (i, j)ih coordinate of the matrices in equation (27) gives, for i¿j, (29) Q2(q(3)u) = (q(2)ll + q(2)JJ)q(3)lJ, as 0(2) is diagonal. If q(2)H + q(2)j} = 0, then g2(<7(3),7) = Qx(q(3)ij) = 0, so q(3)ij £ K^, in the notation of §8. But Kif = 0 by Corollary 11.11, and therefore q(3)i}■ = 0.
We now consider the case q(2)¡¡■ + q(2)jj ^ 0, and check that q(3)ij = 0 here as well. We do so by showing that Mon(i?(3),;) = 0 .
Equation (26) and its analogue QX(<S(2)) = 0 say that Qx(q(2)i¡) = Qx(q(3)¡j) = 0 for all 1 < i, j < 4. Thus by Lemma 11.13 each monomial of <?(2),7 and q(3)ij is of the form (x,0x2 _ i )x,2 • •• x,rX2 for suitable x¡k and X. These monomials must all be //-invariant, since the polynomials <7(2),; and q(3),j are. 
and their conjugates under T.
Notation. Henceforth, we write p(2),; for q(2)it + q(2)¡¡. From the above paragraph, we have p(2),; = Yf,n=oCy"(2 0 0 l)y" for some c/0. Equation (29) becomes (31) Q2(q(3)ij)=p(2)ijq(3)ij.
We now ask which monomials may appear in equation (31). Any monomial of g2(<7(3),7) must be conjugate to one of (10 0 0 0), (4204), and (2260), and any monomial of p(2),;í¡r(3),; is conjugate to a product of (2 0 0 1) with one of the monomials of equation (30). One may check that the monomial (80 1 1) = (200 1)(60 10) is conjugate to such a product in exactly one way. Writing X for the coefficient of (6 0 1 0) in q(3)tJ■, we see that the coefficient of (8 01 1) on the left side of equation (30) is Xc and its coefficient on the right side is 0; as c ¿ 0, we conclude that X = 0. That is, (6010), and likewise its conjugates, does not appear in q(3),j after all. The same argument using (5 5 0 0) = (1 2 0 0)(4 3 0 0) in place of (8 0 1 1) shows that (4 3 0 0) and its conjugates do not appear either, in any off-diagonal element q(3)¡j.
It remains to eliminate the monomials (4 0 2 1) and (3 2 2 0) and their conjugates. We do so using equation (28 One may easily check that the monomial (2 10 2 0) = g3(3 2 2 0) does not appear in the right-hand side of equation (32) at all. It follows that its coefficient in Qi(q(3)jj), which is its coefficient in <?(3),7, vanishes, and hence that (3 2 2 0) 0 Mon(i?(3),7) c {(4 0 2 iy\y £ T} . Referring again to equation (31), we find by studying the coefficient of, say, (2260), that the coefficients of (4 0 2 1) and its conjugates in q(3)¡j must vanish as well. Thus we have that q(3)ij = 0 whenever p(2),; ^ 0. We have already seen that q(3)¡j = 0 whenever p(2)ij = 0 and i-fcj, and therefore we conclude that S(3) is diagonal as asserted.
Thus the 6'j are all g-eigenvectors. From Corollary 11.22, we have that 9'j = 4>2pj for all j, where <p¡ £ (k[yx, ... , yf[)H and Pj is a product over orbits of H on 3f .
Suppose now that m is even. Because h is odd, each p¡ must be a product over an even number of orbits. Now there are only three orbits of G on y, and as the 9j form an independent sequence, they have no common factors and the orbits associated to them must be distinct. Without loss of generality, then, 9'j = <f>2 for j < s -1, and 6's = <f)2p where p is either 1 or a 2-orbit nonsquare.
We have proven Proposition III.6. Suppose (k[yx, ... , y*])" has a Q-invariant independent sequence 3" = {6X, ... , 6S} in degree m > 14. Then there is a basis 3" = {9[,... ,6's} of W{6X ,...,6S} such that 6) = <p2pj for I <j <s, where p¡ is a (possibly trivial) product over orbits of H on 3C. If m is even, then w.l.o.g. 9'j = 4>2 for 1 < j < s -I, and 9's = cp2p where p is either 1 or a 2-orbit nonsquare.
The rest of Part III will be devoted to demonstrating that if 5* is a sé(2)-invariant l.s.o.p. and m is not of the form 2' • 5, then the second possibility cannot in fact occur. This will prove P(G, d, m) for such m and groups G of type II. In this section, we prove a proposition which will later be used as the inductive step in a description of the j/ (2) Suppose that the 9j = y/j are 2l-powers, 1 < j < 3, and 94 = a2 it is a 2l-power times a 2-orbit nonsquare. Then for i such that 0 < i < 2 and 2!+i + 2l+2 -2'~x < m, the ideal Jr{9x,92,9i} is invariant under Sq2'+' (equivalently, the ideal 3r{y/x, y/2, y/3} is invariant under Sq2'). Proof. Suppose that i satisfies the conditions of the lemma. Since the ideal {0i, ... , 04} is j/(2)-invariant, there exist elements
such that 4 (33) (Sq2' y/j)2' = Sq2'+'6j = £ a(l + i)jk6k. k=\ We verify now that Proposition 11.24 and its corollary apply to this situation. Indeed, we have deg(a(l + i)jk) + 2/+(4"2) -2l~x = 2l+¡ + 2M -2l~x < m, and in addition, deg(7r^) > 2l • 5 by Lemma 11.17, so that deg(a(l + i)jk) < 2l+2 < deg(n^). Proposition 11.24 and Corollary 11.25 then give, for 1 < j < 3,
[ (a(/ + i)jk)2' for some a(l + i)jk £ k[yx, ... , y4]" , 1 < k < 3, a{l+l)* = \0, k = 4.
In view of equation (33), equation (34) means that the ideal 3r(92,92,9f) is invariant under Sq2+' for 0 < i < 2. Taking (2')th roots of equation (33) now gives 3 sqTVj = ^°<-(i + i)jkVk, k=l so that the ideal Jr(y/X, y/2, y/f) is invariant under Sq2'. G Proposition III.8. Let G be a group of type II, and let I > I be an integer. Suppose 3" = {0i, ... , 64} c (k[yx, ... , y4])H is a sé(2)-invariant l.s.o.p. of degree m such that the 9¡ = y/j are 2l-powers, 1 < j < 3, and 94 = a2 it is a 2l-power times a 2-orbit nonsquare. If m > 14-2', then in fact 9¡ = <fi2+] is a 2l+x -power, 1 < j < 3, and 04 = x2+ p is a 2/+1 -power times a 2-orbit nonsquare. Proof. We begin by showing that 9j is a 2/+1-power, 1 < j < 3. We may assume that it has no factors of multiplicity > 2l. Now for 0 < z < 2 we have 2/+i + 2/+2_2/_1 <2l+3-2'-x <m, so that by Lemma III.7, the ideal Jr{y/X, y/2, y/f} is invariant under Sq2' for 0 < z" < 2. The ideal is therefore invariant under g, for 0 < 1 < 3. Now the y/j, being (2')th roots of an independent set, themselves form an independent set, the degree of which is m/2l > 14 by hypothesis. Thus by Proposition III.6, there exists a basis {y/'x, y/2, y/^} for !V(y/x, y/2, y/-¡) such that each y/'j is of the form y/'j = Çjpj for some Çj and some square-free product p¡ over //-orbits on 3f. Now there are only three products of //-orbits on 3f, and two of these divide 04 by assumption. Since the 9¡ 's form an independent set, they have no common factors, and so w.l.o.g. px = p2 = 1 and p3 is either 1 or a product over a single orbit, hence of odd order h . But since y/[ =£\ is a square, the common degree of the y/'j is even, which means that deg(p3) must be even. Thus p3 = 1 as well, so that all three of the y/'j are squares. Therefore the original y/j's, which are linear combinations of the y/'j's, are themselves squares; say y/j = <j>2'. We conclude that for 1 < j < 3, 0¡ = y/j = <¡>2 +' is a 2/+1 -power, as asserted. It remains to show that 04 = a2 n actually factors as 04 = t2 + p with p a 2-orbit nonsquare. To begin with, I claim that a2 divides Sq2\a2) for 0 < 5 < / + 2. This is proved by induction on s. The cases s < I are trivial, as Sq2' acts trivially on 2i+1-powersby Fact 1.8. Suppose now that a2 divides Sq2"(o2 ) forq<s.
Since the Steenrod algebra sé (2) is generated by {Sq2"}^ ' we nave in fact that o2 divides Sqr(o2 ) for 1 < r < 2s -1. Bearing in mind that it is an eigenvector for sé (2), define the polynomials R}2lö' and {pr}2lo c k[x0, ... , xd-i]fr) by (35) Sqr(o2') = Xro2' and Sqr(%) = prn.
Since the ideal generated by S* is j/(2)-invariant, we can also define elements a But deg(7r) > 2' • 5 > 2/+2 > 2s by Lemma 11.17, and thus we have deg(zc) < m = deg(0). As the 0 's form an independent set, Fact 1.2 implies that the coefficients, and in particular zc , must vanish. Viewing equation (36), in which K was defined, modulo o2 , we find that o2 divides Sqr(o2 ). This completes the induction step and proves the* claim. Now for 0 < ß < 2 we have o2' \Sq2'+ß(o2') = (Sq2ß(o))2', the equality holding as in Fact 1.8. Taking (2')th roots, we find that o divides Sq2ß (o) for 0 < ß < 2. From this it follows that a divides Qß(o) for 0 < ß < 3, so that by Corollary 11.22, we have that a = x2ito for some polynomial x and some product ito of linear factors. Thus 94 = o2 n = x2'* it\ it. We take it' = it\ it to prove the proposition. G
Main theorem, Part II
In this section, we use Proposition III. 8 to complete the proof of the main theorem. 
